Correction: Guest-regulated chirality switching of planar chiral pseudo[1]catenanes

Ya-Fen Yang,a,b,c Wei-Bo Hu,*a Lei Shi,a Sheng-Gang Li,a Xiao-Li Zhao,d Yahu A. Liu,e Jiu-Sheng Li,a Biao Jiang*a and Ke Wen*a,b


The authors regret that one of the author’s names, Ke Wen, was given incorrectly. The corrected list of authors is as shown above. In addition the ORCID iD for Ke Wen was given incorrectly in the article; the correct iD is 0000-0002-9717-4351.

The Royal Society of Chemistry apologises for these errors and any consequent inconvenience to authors and readers.
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